ABSTRACT

This System Development Project was developed to improve the existing operations at the Bond Warehouse Section of Kobra International Co., Ltd. The emphasis is on computerization of Bond Warehouse Information System. The existing system presented problems that are associated with manual operations such as slow data processing, and excessive paperwork. The Managing Director have expressed the need for computerization of the existing system. With these in view, the proposed Information System for Bond Warehouse was designed to provide the right data at the right level of detail to the right time. The key areas computerized are creation and maintenance of import and export transactions, application of authorized formular, posting and summarizing the ending inventory. The new system would provide online query responses that might be requested at any time and received in a matter of seconds as well as customized reports that are consistent, accurate, timely, economically feasible and relevant. The major reports produced are the Custom Department's requirements. Finally, the major output of this System Development Project is a computerized system that could provide the Bond Warehouse section an effective tool to provide better services to the Managing Director and authorized persons.